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ROTOCONTROL Showcasing RSC
Slitter/Rewinder at Labelexpo India in Technology
Bar
ROTOCONTROL joins Weldon Celloplast and a host of their international partners in stand B45 labeled
“Technology Bar”

Ahrensburg, Germany (October 5, 2012) – ROTOCONTROL today announced its participation at
Labelexpo India 2012 where the company will showcase its RSC vertical inspection slitter/rewinder
inspection machine in the Weldon Celloplast stand B45 named “Technology Bar”. Labelexpo India,
taking place on 29 October - 1 November in New Delhi is the largest event for the label, product
decoration, web printing and converting industry in South Asia.
Offering a full suite of standard features in a high-performance, compact,
extremely robust finishing machine designed to maximize operator
usability and efficiency, the RSC features a cartridge slitting system, vercal inspecon zone, automatic tension control, job save and more,
providing more time to produce labels and less time in set up.
Technology Bar is a new and innovative concept introduced by Weldon
Celloplast to provide visitors to Labelexpo India a centralized meeting
point where the finest products and technologies available in India and
the world will be showcased. It is especially targeted to printers and converters who are interested
in new technologies in label printing.
Over twelve of Weldon’s international partners will be
exhibiting in the Technology Bar stand B45 representing
various technologies including digital printing machines,
linerless labels, printing presses, inspection machines,
slitter/rewinders, die cutting machines, booklet machines, butt
splicers, waste management systems, web cleaners, corona treaters, cleaning solutions, flexible
dies and more. “We are thrilled to unveil Technology Bar at Labelexpo India,” comments
Pawandeep Sahni, Director of Weldon Celloplast. “Technology Bar not only offers a centralized
location for show visitors to evaluate the latest technology from leading international suppliers but
also an inviting environment from which printers and converters in India and around the world can
interact and exchange ideas.”
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Marco Aengenvoort, Managing Director of ROTOCONTROL will attend Labelexpo India and
comments: “We are privileged to be a part of the revolutionary concept of Technology Bar that our
agent Weldon Celloplast is launching at Labelexpo India. Their team has invested considerable
effort in putting together this unique show offering, which demonstrates their enthusiasm and
commitment to the label industry. We look forward to showcasing our RSC slitter/rewinder
inspection machine and meeting up with other partners and leading converters in South Asia.”
About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge finishing machines for inspection,
slitting, rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital labels and booklet labels for converters in the
narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers machines from smaller basic
rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple options featuring S-Drive Servo
Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and foil materials.
Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the highest level
of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility with a focus on operator
safety and efficiency. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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